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Introduction: The Galileo spacecraft completed its
observations of Jupiter’s volcanic moon Io in October
2001 with the orbit I32 flyby, during which new local
(13-55 m/pixel) and regional (130-400 m/pixel) reso-
lution images and spectroscopic data were returned of
the antijovian hemisphere. We have combined a I32
regional mosaic (330 m/pixel) with lower-resolution
C21 color data (1.4 km/pixel, Figure 1) and produced
a geomorphologic map of the Culann-Tohil area of this
hemisphere. Here we present the geologic features,
map units, and structures in this region, and give pre-
liminary conclusions about geologic activity for com-
parison with other regions to better understand Io’s
geologic evolution.

Culann-Tohil Region: The Culann-Tohil region
(Fig. 1) is located in the leading antijovian quadrant
between 5˚N-42˚S and 155-170˚W, which was poorly
imaged by the Voyager spacecraft [1]. In the north, this
region contains the irregular, apparently inactive
Michabo Patera (proposed name), a newly discovered
shield-like structure called Ts ũ i Goab Tholus (pro-
posed name), and a neighboring bright lava flow field
that was a thermal hotspot during the orbit I27 flyby
(and could be a source of active sulfur volcanism). In
the center, this region contains a wide area of bright
plains called Colchis Regio, the colorful Culann
Patera volcanic center [2], and one of Io’s enigmatic
mountain-volcano complexes, Tohil Mons. Tohil’s
northeastern flank is adjacent to two apparently active
paterae, the smaller, nearly circular (~28 km diameter)
Radegast Patera (proposed name) and the larger, ir-
regular (~115 km x 85 km) Tohil Patera . Radegast
Patera has a dark floor (NIMS hotspot) possibly in-
dicative of recent silicate volcanism, whereas Tohil
Patera has a multicolored, mostly bright floor and
subdued topography. All of the paterae in this region
are elliptical or irregular in shape, possibly due to tec-
tonic modification as observed elsewhere on Io [3, 4].
Tohil Mons has a south-central massif that is ~5-9 km
high, and has a WNW-ESE trend with a length of ~345
km, a width of ~111 km, and an area of ~43,130 km2

[5, 6]. South of Tohil is a pre-Voyager dark flow field
named Mycenae Regio. It contains the partly buried
volcano Nina Patera, a range of colorful flows, and is
surrounded by a halo of white diffuse material.

Map Units: Building on our previous work of
geologic mapping of the Chaac-Camaxtli region [7],
we define the following 16 distinct material units in the
Culann-Tohil region (interpretation in parentheses):

1. Hummocky Bright Plains (Sulfur dioxide (SO2)-
rich surface deformed into periodic, km-scale undula-
tions. Surface deposits formed by a combination of
volcanic plume fallout and frost deposition. The de-
formation process is not currently known).

2. Dark Patera Floor Material (Green, red, brown,
& gray surfaces that could be cool silicate lavas coated
by sulfurous materials).

3. Bright Patera Floor Material (White, yellow &
orange surfaces containing significant amounts of SO2,
requiring cold temperatures. Surfaces may be formed
as coatings on cold silicate lavas or primary flows of
sulfur/SO2-rich fluids).

4. Undifferentiated Lobate Material (Possible mass
wasting deposit).

5. Lineated Mountain Material (Sections of moun-
tains disrupted by linear structural features. Structures
may be related to faults or features involved in uplift or
collapse of the edifice).

6. Mottled Mountain Material (Sections of moun-
tains that generally lack lineations and show evidence
of mass wasting processes).

7. Bright Tholus Material (Surface similar to bright
plains but on a raised edifice with a central depression,
interpreted to be a shield volcano).

8. Bright Flow Material (Lava flows of sulfur-rich
materials or silicate flows covered by S-rich deposits).

9. Undivided Flow Material (Lava flows of inde-
terminate type).

10. Dark Flow Material (Lava flows of warm sili-
cate materials).

11. Red Flow Material (Silicate lava flows coated
by red sulfur compounds).

12. White Diffuse Material (Explosively-emplaced
pyroclastic deposits rich in sulfur dioxide).

13. Bright Diffuse Material (Explosively-emplaced
pyroclastic deposits rich in sulfurous materials).

14. Dark Diffuse Material (Explosively-emplaced
pyroclastic deposits rich in silicates and/or elemental
sulfur).

15. Red Diffuse Material (Explosively-emplaced
pyroclastic deposits rich in short-chain, metastable
sulfur).

16. Green Diffuse Material (Alteration coating
from Red Diffuse Deposits reacting with warm silicate
lava flows).
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Structural Features: The Culann-Tohil region

contains a wide variety of structural features, including

scarps, ridges, grooves, pits, mesas, graben, and linea-

ments, that occur both on Tohil Mons and in the equa-

torial plains. Several small, sub-circular depressions

occur in the plains, which could be the remnants of

inactive or undeveloped paterae. Several arcuate

grooves extend from the north side of the Culann flow

field, one of which terminates into a wider arcuate gra-

ben. These features might be the remnants of stress

fractures in the crust of Io caused by tidal flexing, or

perhaps the result of nonsynchronous rotation [8]. As

in all previous Io images, no impact craters were de-

tected, supporting the contention that the surface of Io

is perhaps only a few million to a few tens of millions

of years old [2]. Shadows cast on their floors reveal

that the paterae have depressed interiors, similar to

terrestrial calderas. For example, the shadow on the

eastern edge of Michabo Patera corresponds to a depth

of ~1.3 km. The more prominent ridges on the north-

central lobe of Tohil Mons correspond to heights be-

tween 1-2 km. Mapping of scarps suggests that Mich-
abo Patera is inside a local mesa. New digital eleva-

tion models (DEMs) are being made of this region to

investigate local topographic relationships.

Discussion: We are studying the geomorphology of
this region to determine what geologic processes are
active in comparison to those observed in the Chaac-
Camaxtli region [7]. Some preliminary conclusions
are: 1) Activity in Culann Patera may have shifted to
the west since the Voyager flybys; 2) Sulfur and SO2

volcanism and silicate volcanism occur in both effu-
sive and explosive styles, and are intimately related in
the Culann-Tohil region; 3) Tectonic activity and mass
wasting involving flow control the degradation of To-
hil Mons; and 4) Proximity of paterae to the mountain
in this region suggests that fractures in the crust due to
mountain formation or degradation likely act as
magma conduits to feed volcanic centers.
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Figure 1. Galileo SSI mosaic of the Culann-Tohil re-
gion of Io’s antijovian hemisphere. This mosaic
merges the October 2001 near-terminator
I32TERMIN01 observation (330 m/pixel) with the

July 1999 C21COLOR01 observation (1.4 km/pixel).
This region displays the wide range of geologic mate-
rials found on Io, including bright plains, bright flows,
mountainous materials, dark lava flows, and four types
of diffuse (plume) deposits. Names provisionally ap-
proved by the IAU are in italics (Radigast is now
spelled “Radegast”). Image processing by M. Milazzo,
Univ. of Arizona.
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